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Dear HR Knowledge: What are DOL “Opinion Letters” and why should
employers pay attention to them?
One way the Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) issues guidance is
through Opinion Letters. These letters reflect the DOL’s position on how labor and employment
standards apply in specific situations. These letters often provide guidance on complicated wage
and hour topics that employers face. For example, on June 25, 2020, the DOL published five new
opinion letters that clarify compliance issues with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), which can be
found here.
Some employees are exempt from the minimum wage and overtime pay provisions of the FLSA.
These exemptions are left up to the employer to interpret, and employers often get it wrong due to
the complexities around certain exemptions. An example of this is the often misclassified “sales role.”
Two of the five Opinion Letters are related to the outside sales exemption of the FLSA, where in order
to qualify for this exemption, an employee must be “making sales or obtaining orders” from
customers and must be customarily and regularly engaged away from the employer’s place of
business.
In Opinion Letter FLSA2020-6, an employer wrote in to the DOL asking whether their outside sales
employees qualify for an FLSA exemption if they travel to different locations to sell products using
the company’s trucks. The DOL issued guidance saying that sales employees who spent four days
of a five-day workweek driving to sell goods from the company’s truck qualified for the outside sales
exemption. The guidance concluded that these employees were making sales 80% of the time and
were out on the road at various locations. Further, the trucks were not a fixed place of work, so these
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employees were not working out of a place of business.
In Opinion Letter FLSA2020-8, an employer asked whether sales employees who set up displays
and perform demonstrations at various retailers, not owned, operated, or controlled by their
employer to sell the employer’s products qualify for the FLSA exemption. The DOL issued guidance
finding that these employees were in fact selling versus relying on third-party retailers to sell, and
therefore do qualify for the outside sales exemption. However, the DOL mentioned that if the work
is promotional, not selling, then they would not qualify for the exemption, illustrating that there are
fine lines employers must be aware of related to the Outside Sales Exemption.
The Opinion Letter, FLSA 2020-7, is related to the automobile industry where several car dealerships
submitted requests for advice on incentive payments. These are monies that auto manufacturers
pay to the dealerships to increase sales. The question was whether these incentives made directly
to employees count toward minimum wage requirements. The DOL concluded they do count
toward minimum wage obligations, a situation similar to tips given to servers and bartenders.
However, the DOL made clear that not all third-party payments are considered wages under the
FLSA; it all depends on the terms of the employment agreement, express or implied, as well as other
requirements of the FLSA.
In summary, DOL Opinion Letters are insightful when it comes to technical wage and hour laws, but
they are not binding in court; rather they serve as a tool for employers to use when making their
wage and hour decisions, but they are just one tool and employers should work with their legal
counsel or outsourced HR provider, such as HR Knowledge, when making these complex
determinations.
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